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ABSTRACT
Traditional asynchronous message progression approaches have
relied on either polling or interrupt threads. However, both of
these approaches have limitations. Polling suffers from inefficient
resource utilization, and interrupt-based approaches lead to the
triggering of interrupts, even in scenarios where a natural over-
lap is expected. In this paper, we propose SmartInterrupts, a novel
asynchronous message progression technique, where progression
is performed using interrupt threads; however, these interrupts are
not generated by the NIC, but instead by helper processes. These
processes assist the MPI processes by polling on the incoming
control messages and generating interrupts when conditions for
message progression are met. A single helper process may be asso-
ciated with multiple MPI processes. In our experimental evaluation,
we found that just one or two helper processes are sufficient to pro-
vide close to 100% communication/computation overlap for most
Rendezvous and RMA messages. We also observed significantly
lower message latencies in our progression micro-benchmark. The
overhead of our design is negligible, and it adds little to the memory
footprint. Application results show performance improvements.
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• Computing methodologies� Parallel programming lan-
guages;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [12] is the most popular pro-
gramming model used in high-performance computing (HPC). MPI
implementations typically use two different protocols for transfer-
ring small and large messages: Eager and Rendezvous, respectively.
In the eager protocol, the sender transfers the data without any
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synchronization with the receiver. The Rendezvous protocol, on the
other hand, makes use of control signals to synchronize between
the sender and the receiver. Due to the synchronizations required
in the Rendezvous protocol, non-timely arrival of the peers can
lead to a serialization of communication and computation. That
is, the communication may be deferred entirely to a blocking MPI
call, without any overlap with the computation. This is detrimental
to the performance of parallel applications. Similar inefficiencies
are possible in one-sided communication as well. For example, in
active target RMA synchronization, a non-timely opening of the
exposure epoch can lead to the deferring of communications to the
access epoch-closing call. Such inefficiencies are also possible in
exclusive lock based passive target synchronizations.

Communication/computation overlap is a well-studied topic in
HPC. Asynchronous message progression is one of the techniques
to achieve overlap. It is a host-based approach [4, 7, 10, 22], where
dedicated threads are responsible for progressing the communica-
tions initiated by the application threads. In a hardware-assisted
approach, these threads may run on a specialized hardware like a
NIC; in a host-based approach, these threads run on the host pro-
cessor cores. This paper describes a novel host-based asynchronous
message progression approach.

Traditional host-based progression threads employ either polling
or interrupts. However, neither of them is perfect, and each has their
own disadvantages [8]. Polling threads are more responsive but
suffer from the problem of suboptimal resource utilization. Interrupt
threads are not resource intensive but they are associated with
several types of overheads. In this paper, we propose an approach
that addresses the disadvantages of both polling and interrupt-based
approaches. We do so, by associating several MPI processes with a
single polling process called a helper process (HP). Also, each MPI
process has its own interrupt thread which asynchronously calls
the progress engine when interrupted. The HPs are made aware of
the incoming control messages and the MPI calls that are looking
for those messages. So, when they find a match, they trigger an
interrupt to the interrupt thread of the appropriate MPI process.
The contributions of the paper are as follows:

• Wepropose a novel asynchronousmessage progressionmech-
anism, SmartInterrupts, that can improve the overlap of two-
sided communications as well as one-sided communications.

• Our approach offers node-wide message progression by com-
bining the strengths of both polling and interrupts. Our de-
sign requires a much smaller percentage of CPU cores for
polling than the traditional polling threads.
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• For two-sided communication, the triggering of interrupts
in our design is completely deterministic, hence, there are
no overheads caused by futile interrupts. For one-sided com-
munications, certain fringe situations exist where futile in-
terrupts are triggered but we found this to be a necessary
tradeoff to assure the scalability of the design.

• We observed close to 100% overlap for most Rendezvous
and RMA messages used in the micro-benchmark studies.
For two-sided communication, the results for asynchronous
message progression were found to be ideal for almost all
message sizes. The latency overheads of our designs were
found to be negligible, with a small increase in the memory
footprint. We also found that our design scales well with the
number of MPI processes per node. Our application studies
was performed using the NAS-SP and LU-Decomposition,
and the results were observed to be quite positive.

The rest of this document is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the relevant background information and highlights the
motivations behind our proposal. Section 3 discusses the research
related to communication/computation overlap and message pro-
gression. In Section 4, we present the design of our proposed ap-
proach and describe how we have implemented it. We evaluate the
performance of our design in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper and comments on future directions.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Communication/computation overlap plays an important role in
determining the performance of parallel applications. This is made
possible by modern HPC interconnects in which the host involve-
ment in communication is minimized by offloading the data transfer
task to the NIC. In the context of MPI, overlap is said to be achieved
if a message transfer initiated before the computation is progressed
either partially or completely. Message progression can be referred
to as the various steps that are performed by the MPI runtime to
transfer a message from the application buffer of one MPI pro-
cess to another. If a significant part of a message gets progressed
in a blocking MPI call such as MPI_Wait, then that communica-
tion is said to be serialized with the computation. Since most of
the communication burden is borne by the NIC, the time spent
by the application thread in such a blocking call is unproductive
and it would be better utilized in performing computations. This is
detrimental to the performance of parallel applications where the
execution times are of utmost importance.

It is possible to improve the overlap at the application layer by
writing efficient code; however, we will focus on the techniques em-
ployed in the middleware. For point-to-point communication, such
techniques can be classified into protocol improvement [17, 19, 23],
hardware-assisted approaches [6, 26] and host-based approaches
[7, 10, 22]. Hardware-assisted and host-based [9, 22] techniques
exist for one-sided communication as well. However, most of the
initial research focused on proposing non-blocking RMA synchro-
nization alternatives to the existing blocking counterparts [25, 30].
An important motivation behind our work was to develop an over-
lap approach that could be applied to both one-sided and two-sided
communication. Other than host-based techniques, most overlap
improvement approaches are often unilateral. Hence, this paper

is centred around the idea of asynchronous message progression,
which is a common type of host-based overlap technique. In this
approach, additional threads or processes are spawned, along with
the MPI application processes, that are responsible for progress-
ing the messages in parallel with the execution of the application
threads.

Eager messages are progressed immediately at the sender side,
and they do not provide much of an opportunity for overlap. For
Rendezvous messages, the RDMA Read based Rendezvous proto-
col demonstrates a better potential for overlap than the RDMA
write based protocol [24]. However, there is one scenario where
an overlap cannot be achieved without other supporting measures.
This scenario occurs when the receiver arrives ahead of the sender
and is involved in a long computation when the control message
arrives. When the receiver arrives at MPI_Irecv and does not find
its Ready To Send (RTS) control message, it adds an entry to the
Posted Receive Queue (PRQ) and returns. If the matching RTS for this
MPI_Irecv arrives when the receiver is busy in a computation, then
it will remain unacknowledged until the next call to the progress
engine. If that call is the matching MPI_Wait, then the receiver
cannot return until the entire message has been copied from the
sender to its application buffer. This serializes the progression of
the entire message with other computations, leading to no overlap.

Non-blocking RMA synchronizations offer a better scope for
overlap when compared to the blocking versions. However, there
are several scenarios where the communications may still end up
being serialized. Interestingly, when compared to the inefficiency
associated with the RDMA Read based protocol, the root-cause is
not too different; that is, the message cannot be progressed timely
due to the late acknowledgment of the critical control signal. For
fence andGeneral Active Target Synchronization (GATS), this control
signal is the exposure epoch-opening signal. For an exclusive lock-
based epoch, the lock-granting signal from the target is the critical
signal. In each of these scenarios, if the origin fails to react timely
to these signals, then the progression of the RMA operations can
be deferred to the final epoch-closing call, leading to unproductive
waits.

Polling and interrupt are the two basic mechanisms that are used
in the progress engine of popular MPI implementations. Conse-
quently, the asynchronous progression approaches are also based
on them. This implies that the asynchronous progress thread can
either be polling or based on interrupts. However, both ideas have
their advantages and disadvantages.

The polling-based approach has long been regarded as the “silver
bullet” [8] for asynchronous message progression and employed
in popular MPI implementations like MPICH [13] and MVAPICH
[14]. The idea involves the polling of work completions in a busy
loop. To maintain the responsiveness, sleeping of the asynchronous
thread is avoided. So, this approach leads to a 100% CPU utilization.
Its advantage is that it is more responsive than an interrupt-based
approach, but it leads to two major disadvantages: non-optimal
resource utilization and oversubscription. In single threaded MPI
applications, this may lead to the occupation of half of the CPU
cores by the progress threads. These threads may not be actively
involved in progressing communications but nonetheless use valu-
able computing resources. Using polling threads would lead to the
oversubscription of the cores, incurring performance penalties.
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The interrupt-based approach involves the use of a progression
thread that sleeps until it is awoken by an interrupt. This interrupt
is caused by a completion of a communication request. Upon wak-
ing, the thread progresses the recently arrived messages, requests
another interrupt and goes back to sleep again. The advantage
of an interrupt based approach is that it does not consume any
CPU cycles while it is sleeping. The disadvantage, however, is the
overheads associated with it. They are the interrupt cost, the cost
of context switch that happens when the thread wakes up, and
the cost of locking into the progress engine. In [10], the cost of
the progress engine lock is replaced by an interrupt cost that is
incurred in signaling the application thread to call the progress en-
gine. In [24], the authors propose an interrupt-thread mechanism
for sender-initiated RDMA Read based Rendezvous protocol. With
this protocol, for non-blocking receive, there can be two scenarios,
(a) the sender arrives before the receiver, or (b) the sender arrives
after the receiver. In the latter scenario, an interrupt would be useful
because the message can potentially be progressed earlier than the
MPI_Wait at the receiver, leading to a receiver side overlap. In the
former scenario, however, an interrupt will incur all the previously
discussed overheads, without accomplishing anything useful. The
proposal in [24] selectively generates interrupts and dynamically
requests them to minimize the overheads but is not immune. For
instance, consider a situation shown in Figure 1. Since MPI_Irecv1
does not find its RTS (from MPI_Isend1), the requests for interrupts
will be turned on. Now, if the sender calls MPI_Isend for some other
MPI_Irecv, say MPI_Isend2 for MPI_Irecv2, and if MPI_Irecv2 has
not been posted yet then an undesired interrupt will occur, leading
to all the previously discussed overheads.

Based on the above discussions, our research was aimed at ad-
dressing the following limitations associated with the polling and
interrupt based asynchronous message progression:

• If a polling based mechanism is employed, then to optimize
the resource utilization, we associate several MPI processes
with a single asynchronous thread or process. We believe
that modern clusters with fat-nodes would benefit from node-
wide polling threads. This way, the performance of polling
is achieved with minimal cost.

• If an interrupt based mechanism is employed, then to mini-
mize the overheads, we either suppress futile interrupts or
deterministically generate them only when they are useful.

3 RELATEDWORK
3.1 Point-to-point Communication
For host-based overlap in GPUs, the authors in [7] propose a scheme
of over-decomposing the tasks and then over-subscribing the hard-
ware with more threads than the hardware limits. Traditional meth-
ods like polling and interrupt based asynchronous message progres-
sion approaches [8, 10, 24] are discussed in depth in Section 2. In
[4, 5, 28], the authors describe schemes that opportunistically use
CPU cores for message progression. In [4, 5], the communication
can be offloaded to ltasks which are similar to tasklets available
in the kernel-space. These are scheduled to run asynchronously
on idle cores when they become available. If idle cores are not
available, then ltask execution is triggered by timers or at explicit
polling points. Similarly, [28] presents opportunistic progression

MPI_Wait1

SENDER

RECEIVER

MPI_Isend2

MPI_Irecv1

RTS

Interrupt Request Added
Interrupted

INTERRUPT THREADCOMPUTATION UNPRODUCTIVE WAIT

Figure 1: Interrupt thread based asynchronous progression

by stealing CPU cycles from the application thread to poll for mes-
sage completions. In [20], the authors propose a mechanism to
detect when asynchronous communication progress is needed to
minimize the context switching between the main thread and the
asynchronous progression thread.

The MPI Profiling Interface (PMPI) is employed in [21, 27] for
asynchronous progression. In [27], non-blocking point-to-point
MPI calls and I/O calls are redirected through PMPI to the progress
thread. In the progress thread, MPI_Test or MPI_Wait may be called
for message progression. Depending on the implementation, this
may lead to inheriting the shortcomings of polling or interrupts.
CasperII [21] is a process based asynchronous message progression
technique for non-blocking point-to-point MPI communications.
The progression processes are called ghost processes, which can
progress messages for multiple MPI processes. In this approach,
the MPI middleware uses PMPI call redirection to intercept the
non-blocking calls from various processes and offloads them to the
ghost processes. The ghost process then issues the redirected MPI
call to the intended sender or receiver and progress the message on
behalf of the associated MPI process. Similar to SmartInterrupts’
helper processes, a user-defined quantity of ghost processes can
be spawned and each process may be responsible for the progres-
sion of multiple MPI processes. However, these two approaches
are fundamentally different. Unlike CasperII, SmartInterrupts does
not rely upon PMPI and the helper processes do not progress the
messages themselves, but instead trigger the interrupt threads for
this task. Also, in order to use CasperII, certain hints need to be
used in the application that are not part of the MPI standard. In
contrast, the SmartInterrupts approach does not require any change
to the application code.

3.2 RMA Communication
Like two-sided communication, host-based approaches have been
proposed for RMA as well. These approaches include opportunis-
tic message progression [30] and asynchronous message progres-
sion [9, 22]. RMA GET/PUT operations do not need to involve the
target as those calls are supported in hardware through RDMA
Read/Write [11]. However, for RMA operations involving non-
contiguous datatype like MPI_PACKED, the target must be involved
to unpack the data received on the contiguous temporary buffer and
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get the non-contiguous message. In [9], a thread-based approach is
used to asynchronously progress RMA operations involving non-
contiguous data. Intra-node RMA communications require active
participation of the CPU as there can be no support from the NIC for
such communications. In [29], the authors noted this inefficiency
and observed that in certain scenarios, inter-node RMA commu-
nications exhibit 100% overlap with some spare computation time.
They exploit this residual overlap potential to overlap intra-node
communications by deferring the transfer of such messages to the
spare computation time. To address the overlap inefficiencies asso-
ciated with the non-blocking RMA synchronizations, [30] proposes
an opportunistic message progression technique. This approach
involves the stealing of CPU cycles from the application thread to
progress pending RMA communications.

As in CasperII [21], Casper [22] is a process based asynchronous
message progression technique for RMA communications. It uses
PMPI call redirection to intercept the RMA operation calls from
the origins and offloads them to the ghost processes. The progres-
sion of the RMA operation then becomes the responsibility of the
associated ghost process. The RMA operations are automatically
redirected in Casper, therefore, the MPI processes must rely on
their ghost processes, even in a situation where an MPI process
is free to progress its own RMA operation. This is inefficient be-
cause it causes a wastage of CPU cycles at the MPI process and
because redirections are slower than having the MPI process call its
progress engine itself. In SmartInterrupts, the progression thread
is not activated if a call to the progress engine is active at its MPI
process.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss the design and implementation of Smart-
Interrupts, which is aimed at addressing the research problems
highlighted in Section 2. SmartInterrupts is a hybrid approach that
uses both polling and interrupts to complement the shortcomings
of each other. Like other interrupt based asynchronous message
progression approaches, the progression thread in SmartInterrupts
is an interrupt thread that progresses messages whenever inter-
rupted. However, the interrupts are not generated by the NIC’s
device driver, and they are not part of the network software stack.
Instead, the interrupts are triggered by polling processes called
Helper Processes. Each of these helper processes may be associated
with multiple MPI processes.

4.1 Point-to-Point Communication
4.1.1 Asynchronous Message Progression Mechanism. Figure 2

illustrates the data-movement and signaling involved in the two-
sided SmartInterrupts approach. It is designed around the sender-
initiated RDMA Read based Rendezvous protocol to leverage its
natural overlap potential. When the sender arrives at MPI_Isend
(C), it sends a modified RTS control message to the receiver. This
modified control message has two parts. The first part is the orig-
inal unmodified RTS control message that contains the message
envelope, and the second part is a duplicate of the message match-
ing information of the first part. When this modified RTS control
message arrives at the receiver, the first part gets copied to the re-
ceiver’s communication buffer (F) and the second part gets copied

Communication/Computation Overlap

HELPER PROCESSINTERRUPT THREAD

SENDER

Interrupted

COMPUTATION UNPRODUCTIVE WAIT

MPI_WaitMPI_Isend

MPI_Wait
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RDMA READ FIN
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Figure 2: Asynchronous message progression mechanism of
two-sided SmartInterrupts

to a shared buffer between the receiver and its helper process (D).
This is required to make the helper process aware of the incoming
RTS. We call this buffer the receiving Interrupt Control Buffer (ICB)
and the data that gets copied to this buffer from the sender is called
Interrupt Control Data (ICD). Note, that both copies at (D) and (F)
are done using Send/Receive semantics.

When the receiver arrives at the matching MPI_Irecv call (A) and
does not find its RTS, it requests an interrupt from its helper process
(B). It does so by adding a request to another shared buffer between
the MPI process and its helper process. This buffer is referred to as
the Interrupt Request Buffer (IRB) and each request added to this
buffer is called an Interrupt Request Data (IRD).

Using these buffers, the helper processes continuously poll on the
incoming RTSs and try to match them with the interrupt requests
submitted to them (B). An interrupt is triggered to the receiver’s
progression thread if a match is found for its request. In the illus-
trated scenario, the MPI_Irecv’s request is already present in the
shared buffer when the RTS arrives at the receiver. The helper pro-
cess eventually finds the matching RTS for the initially submitted
request and triggers an interrupt to the interrupt thread (E). This
causes the interrupt thread to wake up and call the progress engine.
The progress engine then progresses the message by issuing the
RMDA Read (G). Since the communications are offloaded to the
NIC, the interrupt thread can immediately go back to sleep after
issuing the communication calls. For the illustrated scenario, this
leads to a communication/computation overlap between (G) and
(H). Since the communication is entirely progressed before the call
to the MPI_Wait at (J), the receiver does not have to block and can
send the FIN control signal instantly, which is also offloaded. On
the other side, the delay at the sender’s MPI_Wait depends upon
when it gets called, as it cannot return until it receives the FIN
control signal. In this case, the sender has to wait between (I) and
(K); however, it could have been wait free if it had issued the call
after the arrival of FIN (K). This mechanism is further augmented
by a few optimizations that make the helper processes more effi-
cient and eliminate unnecessary overheads. The details of these
optimizations are discussed in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.2 Core Components. Figure 3 illustrates the important com-
ponents of SmartInterrupts, in which each MPI process has one
application thread and one interrupt thread for asynchronous mes-
sage progression. The application thread is the main thread which
can be safely oversubscribed with the interrupt thread, as the latter
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Figure 3: Core components of SmartInterrupts

does not poll periodically and lays dormant until interrupted. Other
important entities are the interrupt handler kernel module, the
helper processes and the two shared memory regions between the
MPI processes and the helper processes, namely, ICB and IRB. The
kernel module implements a read() system call that the interrupt-
threads call to go to sleep. It also implements a write() system call
that can be called by the helper processes to generate an interrupt
to a specific sleeping thread. The kernel module creates an array
of wait queue elements, one for each interrupt thread. The mod-
ule then uses these wait queue elements to change the state of a
sleeping thread when an interrupt generation request is made for
it by a helper process. As the name suggests, the helper processes
assist the interrupt threads and in turn assist the MPI processes
to asynchronously progress messages. However, it is important to
note that they only trigger the interrupts. They do not call any
network related API functions, and calling the progress engine is
still the responsibility of the asynchronous progression interrupt
thread. The interrupts are triggered based on the data in the shared
buffers, which bridge the MPI process to its helper process. The
number of helper processes per node can be specified as a command
line argument at the time of execution. However, a minimum of
one per node is required to trigger any interrupt to the progression
threads. The helper processes use a busy loop, so for maximum
performance, each of them needs to run on an individual CPU core.

4.1.3 Implementation. Wehave implemented our design inMVA-
PICH, which supports InfiniBand [1] through OFED [15]. Necessary
modifications were made to the buffer structures of MVAPICH2
to address the different design objectives of SmartInterrupts. In
MVAPICH2, the registered memory regions used for Send/Receive
InfiniBand communications are called Virtual Buffers (VBUF), and
they are of two types, sending VBUFs and receiving VBUFs. To the
existing pool of VBUFs, one more is added to each of the types.
These are called sending and receiving ICB. As mentioned previ-
ously, the receiving ICB is a shared memory region between the
MPI process and its Helper Process. This shared buffer is stridded,
with each stride allocated to an MPI process.

MVAPICH2 provides twoways of sending eagermessages, RDMA
Write and Send/Receive, but the latter suits the design better as it al-
lows storing data in a non-contiguous remote buffer. In MVAPICH2,
the eager message is copied to the sending VBUF of the sender
which, after being progressed, ends up at the receiving VBUF of

the receiver. In SmartInterrupts, the eager message is copied to the
sending VBUF like before. In addition to that, if the eager message
is an RTS then its message matching tuple is copied to the sending
ICB. This tuple is referred to as the ICD. If the eager message is
not an RTS, then it is appropriately indicated in the ICD. After the
send request gets processed, the eager message lands at one of the
receiving VBUFs and the ICD lands at the receiving ICB. In Figure
2, these events are indicated as point F and point D, respectively.

In addition to the sending and receiving ICBs, another shared
buffer, called the IRB is added between the MPI processes and their
helper processes. If the receiver arrives at MPI_Irecv and does not
find its RTS in the Unexpected Message Queue (UMQ), then it adds
a request to the Posted Receive Queue, as well as an entry to the
IRB (point (B) in Figure 2). This entry, called IRD, is essentially a
request to the helper process to trigger an interrupt to its interrupt
thread.

At this juncture, the helper process knows about the RTSs that
have arrived, as well as the receive requests that are looking for
them. Therefore, it has enough information to trigger an inter-
rupt and progress the message asynchronously if a match is found
between the ICDs and IRDs. However, the implementation is aug-
mented by the following optimizations which ultimately decide the
triggering of an interrupt.

Optimization 1: The helper processes continuously poll on
their ICBs to look for RTSs. If the progress engine is already active
in an MPI process, then it will most likely progress the pending
messages of that process. In such a case, polling for its ICDs at the
same time by the helper process serves no purpose and delays the
message matching of other MPI processes that are associated with
the helper process. To avoid this, in addition to storing the IRDs,
a region in the IRB also contains information about the progress
engine semaphore. This makes it possible for the helper process to
know if the progress engine of its MPI process is already active.

Optimization 2: If a match is found at the helper process, then
an interrupt may be triggered to the interrupt thread of the MPI
process. However, it is possible that the MPI process has acquired
the progress engine lock during the message matching process. Gen-
erating an interrupt in this case would incur several unnecessary
overheads. To avoid this, the status of the MPI process’ progress
engine lock is examined before triggering the interrupt, and the
interrupt thread is only awakened if the lock has not been already
acquired.

In addition to the above-mentioned optimizations, the relative
locality of the helper processes and their MPI processes has also
been accounted for in the implementation using the hwloc library
[3]. Wherever feasible, this ensures that the helper process is pinned
to the same CPU socket as the rest of its MPI processes.

4.2 One-Sided Communication
4.2.1 Asynchronous Message Progression Mechanism. With re-

spect to an origin epoch O, we say that a target epoch T is late at
opening (𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒1) if it opens after O opens; and T is late for transfer
(𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2) if T is still not open by the time O tries to ship its first RMA
payload towards T. The scenario discussed in 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒1 has no latency
impact on O but 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2 does; hence, the 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2 scenario is discussed
in the motivation and the subject of attention of this research.
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Figure 4: Asynchronous message progression mechanism of
one-sided SmartInterrupts for GATS

Figure 4 illustrates the data-movement and signaling with Smart-
Interrupts in a GATS epoch. This figure shows SmartInterrupts’
solution for the 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2 scenario. When the origin issues its RMA
operation at (B) and realizes that the target has not opened the
exposure epoch yet, then it queues the RMA communication for
later and writes to the IRB at (C) to request help from its helper
process. This essentially enables the interrupt mechanism by in-
forming the helper process that an interrupt should be triggered to
the asynchronous thread when the exposure epoch opening signal
arrives.

When the target calls the MPI_Win_post function at (E), it in-
forms the origin about the opening of the exposure epoch and
writes to the ICB at (F). Like the two-sided design, the helper pro-
cess continuously polls on the data in the ICB. When it detects the
exposure epoch opening signal, it checks if the origin has requested
for interrupts. When the two conditions are satisfied, the helper
process triggers an interrupt at (G) to progress the pendingMPI_Put
and MPI_Get RMA operations. SmartInterrupts addresses similar
inefficiencies associated with Fence and exclusive lock-based RMA
syncronizations; however, due to space limitations, we limit our
discussion to GATS.

4.2.2 Implementation. The core components of the One-sided
SmartInterrupts are the same as its point-to-point counterpart. The
only difference being the type of message-matching information
stored in the shared buffers, which eventually decides the inter-
rupt triggering mechanism. One-Sided SmartInterrupts was imple-
mented on top of NewRMA which is based on MVAPICH2 and
incorporates the designs of [29, 30].

At initialization time, all the processes in the same node create,
in shared memory, an array of ICDs and IRDs. The ICD/IRD at
index i belongs to the process of rank i in the communicator that
encompasses all the MPI processes on the node. This implies that
there is a single pair of ICD and IRD associated with each MPI
process. This is in contrast with the two-sided implementation
where the count of these fields is dependent on the number of MPI
communications. In One-Sided SmartInterrupts, each ICD is a flag
that is set to True at the origin by its remote target when it opens its
exposure epoch. This field is the only one that can be manipulated
remotely by out-of-node targets. For a helper process, the IRD field
is a Boolean flag. However, for the MPI process that owns this field,
it is a counter that contains the number of distinct target epochs
that are 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2 in opening their exposure epoch with respect to the

current MPI process. When IRD is zero, it is perceived as False by
the helper process.

The design enforces the following actions. If a given target is
still not open by the time the origin epoch attempts to issue the first
RMA operation towards it (Point B in Figure 4), then, the origin
increments its IRD by one. This is perceived by the helper process as
setting the IRD to True. When the target opens its exposure epoch
(Point E in Figure 4), it sets its origin’s ICD to True by performing
an RDMA-write into the address space of the origin. The helper pro-
cess continuously polls on the ICD and IRD values of its associated
MPI processes. When the ICD and IRD of a particular MPI process
are simultaneously found to be True, the helper process triggers
an interrupt to the asynchronous progression thread of that MPI
process, which causes the progression of the pending RMA opera-
tions of that process’ epoch (Point G, Point H and Point I of Figure
4, respectively). Since the progress engine can be fired by either the
helper process or the application thread, the interrupt thread first
checks if the progress engine lock is available. If unavailable, it is
likely that the pending RMA operations will be progressed by the
other progress engine call; hence, the interrupt thread goes back to
sleep in this situation. Each time the progress engine is fired in an
origin, regardless of the thread that fired it, its ICD is reset to False.
Also, its IRD is decremented once for each target epoch that was
previously flagged as 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2 and is now opened. This last sentence
implies that a single interrupt can be amortized over multiple late
targets.

Assuming that there are n distinct remote target epochs linked
to origin epochs in P, the following guarantees exist:

• G0: The helper process will fire the progress engine at most
n times.

• G1: If m of the previously late targets are open before the
next time the helper process reads IRD of a given process P,
then the number of times the progress engine would fire in
the future is reduced by m; and that reduction is associated
with an O(1) operation.

If a process P is linked to two remote target epochs 𝑇0 and 𝑇1;
and 𝑇0 is 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2 (IRD is not 0) while 𝑇1 is only 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒1, the interrupt
thread can be awakened when𝑇1 gets opened. In the context of this
research, such an interrupt is futile. At any given time, assuming
that there are n out-of-node targets linked to P, and m of them
are currently 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2 and k are currently 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒1, then the following
guarantees exist:

• G2: The number of futile interrupts is currently capped by
k. When a target transitions from 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒1 to 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒2, k decreases
and so does the possible number of futile interrupts.

• G3: Futile interrupts are possible only if both m and k are
greater than 0. This guarantee means that there will never
be any futile interrupt if help is not needed.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND
ANALYSIS

5.1 Experimental Setup
We used a 32-node cluster at HPC-AI Advisory Council to evaluate
the micro-benchmark and application performance of SmartIn-
terrupts. The nodes are connected to a single Switch-IB SB7700
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switch. Each node is equipped with two 10-core Intel Xeon CPUs
(E5-2680) running at 2.8GHz, 64GB DDR3 memory and a Mellanox
ConnextX-4 NIC. The software environment consisted of the Red
Hat Enterprise Linux 7 with kernel version 2.6.32-431, OFED 3.4-1,
and MVAPICH2-2.2a.

5.2 Point-to-Point Communication
The micro-benchmark performance evaluation of two-sided Smart-
Interrupts focuses on latency overhead, communication/computation
overlap, asynchronous message progression, scalability and mem-
ory footprint. For this, we designed micro-benchmarks based on
the ideas presented in [18], and we will describe them below. To
evaluate the effectiveness of our design, we use several pairs of
senders on one node and receivers on another node communicat-
ing in parallel. Each MPI sender process communicates exclusively
with one MPI receiver process. However, before the start of each
communication, the senders and receivers are synchronized so that
all MPI_Isends are posted together and all MPI_Irecvs are posted
together. Also, since our design is aimed at receiver side overlap,
all the timing measurements are performed at the receiving end.

In all our micro-benchmarks, we use 10,000 iterations and dis-
card the first 200 iterations to account for cache warm-up. The
results of our implementation were compared to that of MVAPICH
polling based asynchronous progression and with its default, no
asynchronous progression setting. We refer to them as MVAPICH-
Async and MVAPICH, respectively. We don’t compare with Open
MPI [16] because it had no support for asynchronous progression.

On our system, the default eager threshold of MVAPICH2 is
16KB and all of the following experiments were conducted with
messages sizes of 16KB-1MB. We experimented with several differ-
ent configurations of MPI processes and helper processes on each
node, however, due to space limitations we will limit the results
to two configurations. The first with 9 MPI processes and 1 helper
process per node (9-1) and the second with 18 MPI processes and
2 helper process per node (18-2). This is to be able to compare the
performance of SmartInterrupts with both non-oversubscribed and
oversubscribed scenarios of MVAPICH-Async. Note that the inter-
rupt threads in SmartInterrupts remain oversubscribed with the
main thread even if there are spare cores available.

5.2.1 Latency Overhead. The latency overhead is the difference
between the latencies of the asynchronous message progression
approaches and MVAPICH at the receiver. The latency is the time
stamp difference between the entrance of the MPI_Irecv and the
exit of the associated MPI_Wait, with no computation inserted in
between. We denote this as 𝑙0. In Figure 5, we compare the overhead
of SmartInterrupts with MVAPICH-Async for different message
sizes. In Figure 5(a), the overheads of both implementations are
low, and just a few hundred nanoseconds for SmartInterrupts. In
Figure 5(b), SmartInterrupts continues this trend; however, the over-
head of MVAPICH-Async significantly increases. This is because,
there are 18 MPI processes on each node which causes the oversub-
scription of main threads and poling threads. In SmartInterrupts,
oversubscription only happens when the interrupt thread is called
into action, which is unlikely in this micro-benchmark because
of the immediate arrival of MPI_Wait after MPI_Irecv. Note, that
the negative values of overhead is caused by the relative timing of
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Figure 6: Communication/computation overlap for point-to-
point communication

the progress engine call between MVAPICH and the asynchronous
progression approaches. In the latter, the message progression does
not need to wait until the call to the MPI_Wait in the application,
as the asynchronous progression thread can make progress on the
message transfer even before the call to the MPI_Wait.

5.2.2 Communication/Computation Overlap. To measure the
overlap potential of the different implementations, we followed
the procedure mentioned in [18]. This involves the insertion of a
synthetic delay between theMPI_Irecv and its MPI_Wait. This delay,
denoted as 𝑐𝑚 , simulates a real-world computation. The process
pairs aremade to communicate with progressively increasing values
of 𝑐𝑚 , starting with 0 and reaching 1.1 times of 𝑙0. To ensure that all
the process pairs cease to communicate upon reaching the stopping
criteria, the value of 𝑐𝑚 remains consistent across each receiver.
When the iterations are over, all the receiving processes send the
value of𝑇diff and overlap_ratio to the local process 0 of the receiving
node, where 𝑇diff = 1.1 𝑙0 - 𝑙𝑚 . Here, 𝑙𝑚 is the latency with the
synthetic delay. The largest iteration for which𝑇diff is either positive
or zero across all process is used for the calculation of the average
overlap ratio.

Figure 6(a), Figure 6(b), and Figure 6(c) show the communica-
tion/computation overlap for 9, 18 and 17 MPI processes, respec-
tively. As expected, MVAPICH exhibited negligible overlap in all
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Figure 7: Asynchronous message progression of point-to-
point communication

scenarios. For 9 processes, both the asynchronous progression tech-
niques performed well with close to 100% overlap for messages
greater than 64KB. SmartInterrupts performed slightly better than
MVAPICH-Async, even though the polling threads were not over-
subscribed. For message sizes of 16KB and 32KB, the message la-
tencies are small, leading to even shorter synthetic work. Also, the
computation required for their processing is comparable to their
communication time. These reduce the overlap potential and ex-
plain why neither of the implementations show any overlap for
those messages. For 18 processes, the results of MVAPICH-Async
suffer due to oversubscription but SmartInterrupts shows overlap
in the range of 70-75% for messages greater than 64KB. However,
this overlap increases to almost 100% if one of the cores is left spare
for the operating system’s processes and the process that handles
the Verbs API calls. We show this in Figure 6(c). Note that for 17
and 18 processes per node, the increased number of communicating
pairs increases the network load as well. This provides enough time
to the helper processes, resulting in the improved overlap of 32KB
messages.

5.2.3 Asynchronous Message Progression. The progression re-
sults are shown in Figure 7. Here, x-axis is the synthetic delay rang-
ing between 2 to 3.5 times of 𝑙0 and y-axis is the message latency
at the receiver. In these results, the message latencies of MVAPICH
serves as the baseline as it has no asynchronous progression sup-
port. In Figure 7(a), the latency values of both MVAPICH-Async and
SmartInterrupts are lower than the baseline. This demonstrates the
presence of asynchronous progression. For 18 processes in Figure
7(b), SmartInterrupts continues the trend and exhibits significantly
lower message latencies. However, the same cannot be said about
MVAPICH-Async as its performance is heavily impaired due to the
presence of oversubscription.

5.2.4 Scalability. Figure 8 shows the scalability of MVAPICH-
Async and SmartInterrupts. We do this based on two criteria, mes-
sage size and the number of processes. The graph reports the over-
lap for each combination of those criteria. As previously discussed,
the overlap of relatively smaller Rendezvous messages is expected
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Figure 8: Scalability analysis of SmartInterrupts

to be small. So, the message size of 32KB was chosen to represent
them. 256KB messages were chosen to represent larger messages.
Here, we report results with 1, 4, 8, 12 and 16MPI processes per node.
For 12 and 16 MPI processes, we also show results with different
number of helper processes. It can be observed that SmartInterrupts
scales well with both the parameters of message size and number of
processes. Also, in case of 12 and 16 MPI processes, 1 helper process
is enough to achieve close to 100 percent overlap for messages
of size of 256KB but for 32KB messages, a minimum of 2 helper
processes are required for overlap in our experimental setup.

5.2.5 Memory Footprint Analysis. The memory footprint of
SmartInterrupts was analyzed by looking at the physical mem-
ory usage of the processes. Also, to know how the memory usage
scales, we measured it by doing incremental changes to the num-
ber of MPI processes per node. We observed the memory usage
of SmartInterrupts to be slightly greater than MVAPICH, by ap-
proximately 300KB per process. This difference remained constant
regardless of the number of processes per node.

5.2.6 Application Results. As shown in Figure 9, SmartInterrupts
was evaluatedwith the Scalar Penta-diagonal solver (SP) benchmark
[2] using different problem classes and different number of MPI
processes under strong scaling, and the results were compared
to MVAPICH. Figure 9 shows the results for the problem class E
with 324, 400 and 484 MPI processes, distributed evenly across 21,
25 and 31 compute nodes, respectively. Since oversubscription is
known to adversely impact the performance of MVAPICH-Async,
it was not considered for comparison. Throughout the experiments
with SmartInterrupts, two helper processes were used per node.
The results show that the proposed approach can indeed make a
difference in a practical scenario. The most interesting result is the
one with 324 MPI processes, in which it shows an improvement
of about 19%. However, SmartInterrupts shows little improvement
with 400 and 484 MPI processes. This is because the application
scales strongly and the size of the Rendezvous messages is inversely
proportional to the number of MPI processes. With 400 and 484
MPI processes, the size of most messages drop below the eager
threshold, so they end up being transferred eagerly.

5.3 One-Sided Communication
The evaluation of one-sided SmartInterrupts was based on similar
criteria as its two-sided counterpart. For all micro-benchmarks, two
types of communication schemes were tested, pair-wise communi-
cation and one-to-many communication. In both schemes, all the
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MPI processes on one node were designated as the origins and the
MPI processes on the other node were designated as the targets. In
the pair-wise scheme, each RMA window object is associated with
exactly one origin on one node and exactly one target on the other
node, and that origin communicates exclusively with its target. In
the one-to-many scheme, each window object is associated with
one origin on one node and all the targets on the other node. All
the origins communicate with all the targets but no two origins
share the same window.

The micro-benchmarks were designed with Fence, GATS and
exclusive-lock based epochs. These epochs were tested with two
different RMA operations, MPI_Put and MPI_Get. For Fence and
GATS, the experiments showed similar results for both the targets
and the origins. We present the results for the targets only. This is
because the target cannot close its epoch until all its origins have
closed their own epochs, causing it to suffer the same unproductive
waits as its origins.

As mentioned earlier, SmartInterrupts is implemented on top of
NewRMA. Therefore, the results of NewRMA was used as the base-
line to evaluate SmartInterrupts. SmartInterrupts’ asynchronous
progression performance was tested against polling based asyn-
chronous progression, which is supported by NewRMA. For conve-
nience, they are referred to in this paper as NewRMA, NewRMA-
Async and SmartInterrupts. Casper is available to be used as an
extension over existing MPI implementations, however, it could
not be experimentally compared with SmartInterrupts because it
was found to be incompatible with NewRMA.

5.3.1 Latency Overhead. Figure 10 shows the algorithms used
to measure the latency overhead, using messages in the range of
16KB to 1MB. In the pair-wise communication, the loop at the
origin, between lines 4-6, iterates only once because the origin
only communicates with one other target. For this and all the other
micro-benchmarks, the algorithms were executed 1000 times and
results of the first 100 iterations were discarded to account for cache
warm-up. The average duration of the next 900 epochs was first
recorded locally and then averaged across all the targets.

Since both the asynchronous approaches, SmartInterrupts and
NewRMA-Async, work on top of NewRMA, the average epoch du-
rations of NewRMA was chosen as the baseline to measure the la-
tency overheads. The latency overhead is the difference between the
epoch durations of an asynchronous message progression approach
and NewRMA. Figure 11 shows the latency overheads of SmartIn-
terrupts and NewRMA-Async for different combinations of RMA
synchronizations, process counts, and communication schemes.
SmartInterrupts shows a negligible amount of overhead in all the
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1. MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD) 

2. Measure Start Time 

3. MPI_Win_fence/MPI_Win_start 

4. Foreach( target in Targets){ 

5.    MPI_Put/MPI_Get 

6. } 

7. (Overlap only) Synthetic Work 

8. MPI_Win_fence/MPI_Win_complete 

9. Measure Stop Time 

TARGET: 
1. MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD) 

2. (Overlap only) Small constant 

delay to delay the opening of the 
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Figure 10: Latency overhead and Fence/GATS overlap micro-
benchmark
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Figure 11: One-sided latency overhead for Fence and GATS

results. However, the same cannot be said for NewRMA-Async’s
performance. With 4 or 8 MPI processes per node, NewRMA-Async
suffers no oversubscription so its overhead becomes comparable
to SmartInterrupts for larger messages. With 16 MPI processes per
node, NewRMA-Async suffers oversubscription on at least 12 CPU
cores, leading to large overheads.

5.3.2 Communication/Computation Overlap. Unlike two-sided
communication, RMA communication necessitates complex syn-
chronizations among multiple peers and may involve multiple RMA
messages in the same epoch. This makes it difficult to quantitatively
measure the overlap. However, as shown in [22, 29], overlap can be
well appreciated through qualitative means. To qualitatively ana-
lyze the overlap, the algorithms described in Figure 10 are executed
in two phases. In the first phase, the average epoch durations are
recorded with no delay at Line 2 of the target and no synthetic
work at the origin. In the next phase, the target is delayed at Line
2 and the synthetic work is set to the epoch duration that was
recorded for the largest message in phase one. The algorithms are
then executed and the average epoch durations are recorded again.
Finally, the recorded results are plotted as curves in a graph. If the
curve of an approach is below the baseline, then that is an indica-
tion of communication/computation overlap. An ideal curve is a
straight line with a slope of zero and an intercept that is equal to
the synthetic work.

Figure 12 shows the results of the GATS and Fence overlap
micro-benchmarks with different combinations of MPI processes
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Figure 12: One-sided overlap results for Fence and GATS

and communication schemes. The number of helper processes per
node and the type of RMA operation are constant throughout all
the results. Space limitations prevent us from presenting all the
results; however, these results are a fair representation of the ob-
servations. During the experiments, the results with MPI_Put and
MPI_Get were found to be identical, hence we only present the
results with MPI_Put. Also, it was found that a single helper process
per node was enough to achieve the ideal amount of overlap in all
scenarios. In fact, the intercepts of SmartInterrupts’ lines always
remained in the proximity of 0.0001% of their ideal values. The
results of NewRMA are in line with expectations. It does not offer
any asynchronous progression, so the communications and com-
putations end up being serialized. The results of NewRMA-Async
are always worse than that of SmartInterrupts. Overlap is observed
when there is no over-subscription but at high process counts, over-
subscription dominates and leads to worse latency results than both
NewRMA and SmartInterrupts.

To study the overlap in case of exclusive lock epochs, we designed
a micro-benchmark requiring only three processes, two of which
are designated as the origins. The algorithms executed by Origin0
and Origin1 are described in Figure 13 and the code at the target
only consists of an MPI_Barrier. This micro-benchmark simulates a
scenario in which Origin1 has been granted the lock, but it cannot
progress its messages since it is involved in a computation. The
algorithms are executed in two phases. In the first phase, Origin0
is absent, so there is no need to delay Origin1 (line 2). Also, the
synthetic work is set to zero and the epoch durations are recorded.
In the next phase, Origin0 is activated and Origin1’s synthetic
work is set to the epoch duration that was recorded for the largest
message in phase one. The results from Origin1 are displayed in
Figure 14. They are similar to the Fence and GATS overlap results
and can be interpreted in the same way.

5.3.3 Memory Footprint Analysis. SmartInterrupts’ memory foot-
print was found to be negligible and hovered around 60 KB per
process, for any number of MPI processes.

ORIGIN0: 
1. MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD) 

2. MPI_Win_lock 

3. Small delay to ensure that 

Origin1 enters the synthetic work 

without obtaining the lock. 

4. MPI_Win_unlock 

5. Measure Stop Time 

ORIGIN1: 
1. MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD) 

2. Small delay to ensure that 

Origin0 gets the lock first 

3. Measure Start Time 

4. MPI_Win_lock 

5. MPI_Put/MPI_Get 

6. Synthetic Work 

7. MPI_Win_unlock 

8. Measure Stop Time 

Figure 13: Exclusive lock communication/computation over-
lap micro-benchmark
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Figure 15: LU results with 1 helper process per node

5.3.4 Application Performance Results. As shown in Figure 15,
SmartInterrupts was evaluated with the NAS Lower Upper (LU)
decomposition application and compared against NewRMA with
strong scaling. From the micro-benchmark results, it is evident that
NewRMA-Async does not lead to any performance improvements,
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even without oversubscription. Hence, it was not used in evaluating
SmartInterrupts’ application performance. For our studies, the size
of the matrices was kept constant at 32768x32768, and we exper-
imented with 425, 544 and 576 processes, excluding one core per
node for the helper process. The results show consistently lower
execution times for SmartInterrupts, with performance improve-
ments of 3.1%, 5.1% and 4.4% for 425, 544 and 576 MPI processes,
respectively. This suggests that SmartInterrupts can indeed make a
difference in a real-world scenario.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we propose SmartInterrupts, which is a hybrid polling
and interrupt based asynchronous message progression technique
for both point-to-point and RMA communications for RDMA en-
abled networks. The progression is performed by interrupt threads
which are triggered into action by helper processes when the mes-
sage matching parameters are met. Each MPI process has its own
interrupt thread and several of these interrupt threads may be
associated with a single helper process. The micro-benchmark eval-
uation of both designs was done for the latency overhead, com-
munication/computation overlap, and memory footprint. Addition-
ally, the scalability analysis of the point-to-point design was also
performed. The results were compared with those of default MVA-
PICH2with no asynchronous progression and with its polling based
asynchronous progression. We showed that the overhead incurred
by SmartInterrupts is negligible and that it can achieve the ideal
amount of overlap in most scenarios. Also, our approach is scalable
and casts an insignificant amount of memory footprint. Finally, us-
ing applications such as NAS SP and LU decomposition, we showed
the effectiveness of SmartInterrupts in practical scenarios.

In future, we would like to extend SmartInterrupts’ support to
multi-threaded and mixed-mode MPI applications. Although the
resource consumption of SmartInterrupts is practically insignificant,
we plan to devise a mechanism to dynamically control the number
of helper processes, so that the cores occupied by them can be used
for other purposes, if certain MPI processes cannot benefit from
them.
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